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The Rhythmic Structure Of Music
Sounds and rhythms are such an intrinsic part of our lives, it’s hard to imagine a world without music. Music has been used to communicate and to coordinate with others for thousands of years, but ...

Why music is ‘our umbilical cord to Mother Nature’
Algorithms and technology have so far helped listeners to more of the same music. Now, UiO researchers are working on new technology that can get people interested in a greater musical variety.

Artificial intelligence can help you understand music better
Retracing The Tenor's Evolution On Intakt Records article by Friedrich Kunzmann, published on June 16, 2021 at All About Jazz. Find more Multiple Reviews articles ...

Christoph Irniger's Open City: Retracing The Tenor's Evolution On Intakt Records
Like the eight-bar musical unit ... #S = Stresses): Both the rhyme and the rhythm move in an abab (alternating) structure, giving double power to our expectations, and making the expected fourth ...

Lyrically Speaking: Working in Common Meter
The last year has seen Steve Rodway shoot to fame as a producer/remixer whose golden touch is as highly respected on the dancefloor as it is on the mainstream charts. Matt Bell meets the man behind ...

STEVE RODWAY OF MOTIV8: Remixing Pulp & St Etienne
This was the trio’s lone opportunity to compete in the national bee, which is limited to students who are in eighth grade or lower on Aug. 31 of the year preceding the competition.

Students from Tarzana, Orange County eliminated from National Spelling Bee
The singer-songwriter questioned everything on her fourth album. Twenty-five musicians speak about the LP’s enduring power on its 50th anniversary.

50 Reasons to Love Joni Mitchell's ‘Blue’
The compositions whirl their way through a multitude of sounds and genres, performing head-spinning feats of musical acrobatics ... the dhol is offset by a rhythmic structure that evokes the ...

Phoenix Rise
In ArchDaily we’ve been featuring Pushak’s projects on the Norwegian Rout, which you can see right here. The exhibition, which is sponsored by the Royal Norwegian Consulate General and presented in ...

Architecture News
Forza Horizon 5's announcement at E3 wasn't a big surprise, but it was a pleasant one - and it has a November release date. We talk to Playground Games about Mexico, the modes, the updates and more.
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The big Forza Horizon 5 interview: "There's not any point being bigger if it's more of the same"
At Saturday’s final concert of the Sioux City Symphony Orchestra, percussionist Darin Wadley dominated several pieces, Herbert Haufrecht’s “Symphony for Brass and Timpani” in particular. Heralding the
...

REVIEW: Percussionist highlights 'Glorious Brass' night with Sioux City Symphony
Another flow-inducer was Roll7’s simple indie skateboarding game OlliOlli, which I sank days into on the PlayStation Vita back in 2014. Following its success, the game expanded to more platforms and a ...

'OlliOlli World' turns skateboarding into a meditative adventure
The Karnatik aesthetic seems to lack finesse, the melodies are jerky, fast, un-polished, even, may be, crude, the renditions heavily punctuated by sharp divisions in melodic flow and rhythmic ...

‘Is this judgement intrinsically problematic?’ TM Krishna on Karnatik music versus Hindustani music
L-Gante and his crew are to today’s popular music in Latin America what ... "It's reggaeton with the cadence of cumbia in its rhythmic structure,” explains DT.Bilardo, L-Gante’s producer ...

Cumbia 420: The Super Viral, Weed-Infused Musical Phenomenon Bringing Ghetto Back To The Mainstream
Sophia incorrectly answered the question “Scansion is:” The correct answer is the analysis of a rhythmic structure ... a noun for a musical horn. Spelling bee competitor Baominh Le graduated ...
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